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This article is an edited Google translation 
from the German of an article published in 
Pharma Relations, http://www.pharma-
relations.de/  I have added some comments 
that were not included in the original article 
plus additional content from Pharma 
Marketing Blog to illustrate some points.  

– John Mack, Editor 
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ohn Mack has been blogging since 2005. Long 
before Web 2.0 and Social Media had made 
waves in the pharmaceutical marketing world, 
he started the "Pharma Marketing Blog" 

(pharmamarketingblog.com) in the U.S. On Twitter, 
"pharmaguy" has an impressive 6,000 followers. In 
his monthly newsletter (Pharma Marketing News), 
Mr. Mack reports about new marketing services, 
products and presentations at industry conferences.  
 
A Web 2.0 pioneer, John Mack established a large 
pharmaceutical community that includes lively 
exchanges about the latest marketing trends, laws 
and best practices in pharma marketing. Mr. Mack 
recently gave a presentation during the antwerpes 
"DnA-Day" event about pharmaceutical use of the 
Social media, which included some "wise insights” 
on the subject (see “The Kölner Dom, Wise Men 
Relics, and Pharma Social Media”, right).  

Pharma Relations: Mr. Mack, how did you bring the 
online Pharma Marketing Network community to life?  

John Mack: I started in 1997 with discussions via 
email lists—the precursors of forums—partnering 
with a friend and his company, which provided 
mainly ghost writing services to the drug industry. 
This company produced highlights of medical 
meetings that were sponsored by pharmaceutical 
companies. We commissioned medical writers to 
prepare sum-maries of presentations made at these 
congresses. An advisory board of doctors checked 
the articles in a peer review process and selected the 
best. We then packed the whole thing in a small 
newsletter (with financial support from pharmaceu-
tical companies) that was distributed to physicians.  

PR: This sounds like a traditional print magazine.  

JM: Right, that was before the Internet. When I came 
on board, the company had already amassed a solid 
number of articles. I then got the idea to upload 
these articles on a Web site (PharmInfoNet) and 
started condition-specific email lists for phsyicians. 
This enabled us to provide highlights of the medical 
meetings the next day via email. This was something 
completely new in 1994. We were among the first to 
publish medical meeting highlights electronically.  

PR: Is this competitive with what U.S. medical 
publishers are doing in print? 

JM: Well, I think that medical print journals are not 
doing so well because they oppose innovative digital 
techniques. Although they distribute their articles 
electronically, the traditional peer-review process 
takes too long. In the future, I think physician user- 

J The Kölner Dom, Wise Men Relics, and 
Pharma Social Media 

By Pharmaguy 

The Cologne Cathedral (German: Kölner Dom) 
is a Roman Catholic cathedral in Cologne, 
Germany. It took over 600 years to complete 
the construction of this famous church. 

The Dom is said to house the "relics" of the 
three wise men. According to wikipedia, "the 
relics of the Magi were taken from Milan by 
Holy Roman Emperor Fredrick Barbarossa and 
given to the Archbishop of Cologne, Rainald of 
Dassel in 1164. The Three Kings have since 
attracted a constant stream of pilgrims to 
Cologne," and this made Cologne a major 
Germany city. 

Recently, I visited Cologne on invitation from 
Dr. Frank Antwerpes, CEO of DocCheck, a 
publicly-held company that specializes in 
healthcare marketing, customer relationship 
management and eCommerce. 

I first met Dr. Antwerpes about 13 years ago at 
a Pharma Internet conference in Philadelphia. 
At that time, the "hot topic" was the fact that 
the World Wide Web (WWW) was surpassing 
Gopher as the Internet protocol of choice. I 
doubt if anyone today remembers Gopher. 

Also at that time, the FDA held its first public 
hearing on the regulation of pharma use by the 
Internet. Many of us recalled THAT hearing 
because of FDA's NEW hearing on the Internet, 
which was held last November. 

Anyway, Dr. Antwerpes invited me to speak to 
his agency's clients about social media. While 
there, I joked that it may take as long for the 
pharmaceutical industry to "master" social 
media as it took Kölners to complete the Dom. 

It was a bit frustrating to speak to European 
pharma people about social media because I 
knew that most of the interesting stuff that 
pharmaceutical companies can use social media 
for—ie, to communicate with patients—cannot 
be done in Europe. Therefore, it may be a cold 
day in hell before European companies can 
master the use of social media to communicate 
with European citizens. Or maybe it will be only 
600 years! But first, they have to find some 
wise men relics. Hmm... maybe that's why I 
was invited to speak! 

Also see: "Six questions to John Mack" 
DocCheck interviews pharmaguy during a visit 
to Germany. Video: http://bit.ly/cuEyzv  
 Continues… 
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generated content will become more important, 
perhaps even more important than articles published 
in the peer-reviewed literature.  

PR: Did you suspect that already at that time? 

JM: No, but we wanted to provide the articles as 
quickly as possible, especially to those physicians 
who did not have time to go to the conferences. 
Using the email list, they could also discuss the 
articles with each other. The website that archived 
the articles and the email list were the model I used 
to build Pharma Marketing Network. This started as a 
listserv—email-based discussion forum—for 
pharmaceutical marketing professionals, the same 
as what I did with physicians. The newsletter—
Pharma Marketing 
News—and the 
Website came later.  

PR: How does one 
create a vibrant 
online Community? 

JM: You have to 
keep people 
involved or 
engaged—with 
interesting 
discussions in the 
forum for example. 
For that you really 
need is a user-
generated content 
application and a 
good web site 
structure that invites you to come back. A newsletter 
also provides good service. And another thing: I 
consider the people who subscribe to my newsletter 
(7,500 are currently), not only as readers or 
subscribers, but as colleagues and members of the 
network, through which I would like to offer as many 
services and tools to help members in their jobs.  

PR: What is next for you in terms of Web 2.0?  

JM: I would like to use wiki software, which already is 
being used by many conference organizers as well 
as by DocCheck.  

PR: How do your users interact with you via your 
network?  

JM: I have worked a long time in electronic media 
and I am obviously interested in what my peers have 
to say. I constantly try to interact with my readers 
through surveys, my blog, and now through Twitter. 
In the future, I would like to encourage a dialogue 
with readers to decide the content of the newsletter.  

PR: You want to let readers decide what content to 
create?  

JM: Exactly. Typically, content is decided by experts; 
ie; the editorial staff of the magazine or newsletter.  
The same should be true of the wiki-enabled Pharma 
Marketing Netwok that I am proposing, with the only 
difference being that the pool of experts is greater.  

PR: What did you do before you became arguably 
the most famous pharmaceutical blogger in the U.S.?  

JM: I studied biochemistry and began a PhD 
program at Columbia University. But then I realized 
that seven years stuck in a laboratory was required 
to finish my degree. Meanwhile, I found what was 

happening outside the lab 
was much more 
interesting. In the lab, I 
felt myself cut off from 
that excitement. So I 
decided to get into 
computer graphics with 
applications in the life 
sciences. I worked first as 
a medical illustrator for my 
former professors. This 
work led me to design 
educational games for 
high school biology 
courses. One educational 
game I designed was 
Operation Frog, which 
was a simulation of the 
dissection of a frog.  

PR: And how did you get from frogs to pharma-
ceutical marketing?  

JM: I needed a new job and found one that required 
experience with computers, medicine and biology, 
which fit my background perfectly. I was hired by an 
agency that developed sales training and continuing 
medical education programs for the pharmaceutical 
industry. While there, I developed many computer-
based graphical learning programs for pharma sales 
reps before most pharma companies provided 
computers to their reps.  

PR: I assume then that you do not need IT experts 
for your site because you can program most of the 
applications themselves?  

JM: Yes, most of them, but only to a certain degree. I 
don’t rely on technology to make what I do inter-
esting. It’s mostly about the content and network.  

Figure 1. Screen shot of a program similar to Operation Frog, which 
was designed by John Mack. 

Continues… 
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PR: When you compare how German and USA 
companies use Social Media, the differences seem 
great. For example, U.S. companies are represented 
more often on Twitter. German companies seem to 
have a lot of fear of loss of control. What do you think 
about the different markets?  

JM: There is probably less difference than you 
think—at least at this point. In the U.S., pharma-
ceutical companies fear negative comments as much 
as do companies here in Germany. Most of them re-
move negative comments or do not allow comments 
at all.  

Take the case of Sanofi-Aventis (S-A) on Facebook, 
about which I have reported in my blog (see 
http://bit.ly/c83Ydr). A woman from England wrote on 
an S-A Facebook page that she suffered permanent 
hair loss after taking Taxotere, a S-A drug for the 
treatment of breast cancer. Her doctor allegedly did 
not discuss with her the pos-sibility of this side effect. 
The only side effect that is mentioned in the patient 
leaflet is a temporary loss of hair, but not permanent. 
She uploaded to the S-A Facebook page wall photos 
of her hairless head and posted messages such as 
"What have you done to me?" The entire wall was 
dominated by her contributions. Meanwhile, a blog 
picked up the story and found that the Facebook 
page was not an official company web site, but a 
fake.  

PR: Who was behind the fake Facebook page?  

JM: I do not know, but probably S-A employees, but 
without the permission of the company. The story 
went on. I posted about the negative comments of 
the patient and mentioned that the Facebook page 
was not genuine. Then the Englishwoman started 
posting to "Voices", a genuine S-A Facebook page 
that has nothing to do with specific medications. The 
patient left the same comments on the wall of that 
Facebook page. S-A was totally shocked and had no 
idea how to deal with the person.  

PR: How did Sanofi-Aventis finally deal with this?  

JM: They removed the comments from the wall and 
turned off the comment function. Most pharma-
ceutical companies in the U.S. block comments right 
from the start.  

PR: But isn’t that absurd? Pharmaceutical com-
panies want to start a dialogue with consumers via 
social media. How can they do that if the comment 
form is closed?  

JM: I do not think that pharma companies want to 
start a genuine dialogue with consumers because 
they do not know how to deal with such cases as I 
just described. What they want is better visibility in  

search engines. Facebook is about to overtake 
Google in terms of pages viewed and for this reason 
it is important for pharma companies to have a 
presence there.  

PR: So, it seems that no pharmaceutical company is 
the allowing criticism from the outside.  

JM: There are of course exceptions. Johnson & 
Johnson, for example, has a corporate blog, which 
usually does not discuss products. However, when 
certain products had to be recalled from the market, 
J&J posted about it and also posted comments—
even negative ones—from readers. J&J reviewed the 
comments before posting them online, but this kind 
of moderation is not the rule.  

PR: How would you advise pharma companies to 
use social media? Should it be primarily for search 
engine optimization? 

JM: I am personally of the opinion that one should 
use social media in accordance with its basic idea of 
openness. The problem, however, is that the com-
panies do not know how to control the conversation. 
They are afraid of Web 2.0 and user-generated 
content in patients' forums. On such forums, anyone 
can post messages about their products, and this 
information spreads incredibly fast. And then you find 
this content mixed together with the company infor-
mation in a search results list. The companies want 
more control over the search, so they are willing to 
pay to have their messages appear at the top of the 
list (see, “Finally, A Google Drug Search Ad Format 
That Has All FDA Could Want... But Pharma Can't 
Use It!”, pg 5).  

PR: How does Social Media change the traditional 
roles of doctors and patients?  

JM: Back during the days when I was hosting email 
listserv discussions, I established a diabetes listserv 
that had both patients and physicians as subscribers. 
Both sides took part in discussions—it was a real 
dialogue. I think this is the best way to implement a 
patient community; ie, it should not have only patient 
members. The separation of patients from healthcare 
providers should not be perpetrated through social 
media. Both can learn a lot from each other and 
educate each other. I would so far as to suggest that 
even representatives of pharmaceutical companies 
be involved in the discussions, as long as their 
involvement is completely transparent (see “One 
Pharma Company's Social Media Policy: Threaten 
Physicians Who Complain About Your Drug Online,” 
pg 6, for an example how pharma companies should 
NOT get involved).  

PR: Would pharma companies do that?  

Continues on page 7… 
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Finally, A Google Drug Search Ad Format That Has All FDA Could Want... 

But Pharma Can't Use It! 
By Pharmaguy 

Google just launched a NEW Rx drug ad format that includes everything FDA requires that a 
drug company include in its direct-to-consumer advertising: fair balance, and direct links to 
side effects, precautions, dietary information, etc. It even includes a logo that identifies it as a 
special “ad” sanctioned by a trusted authority! Actually, it's not technically an ad, but a natural 
search result that ALWAYS appears at the top of the natural search results; in that sense it's an 
UNPAID ad. 

Unfortunately, the new format is only for the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and NOT 
available to pharmaceutical advertisers. Below is the result shown on Google after a search on 
"Lipitor”: 

 

At the very top is the typical AdWord that Pfizer paid for. It's puny and uninformative and does 
not mention what medical condition Lipitor is approved for. Just below it is the NIH “ad,” which 
has all the required and interesting information. It even includes a little colorful pill that draws 
your attention to the “ad” and marks it as special. When you click on the NIH “ad,” you are 
taken to a page on the NIH site set up especially for atorvastatin, the active ingredient in 
Lipitor. 

This new drug information format is the latest initiative of Google Health, which last year 
launched "Health OneBox" that offered easy-to-read details on illnesses and conditions with a 
single search. 

Will these NIH “ads” compete with drug company's paid search drug ads, not to mention 
natural search results? Or can the two work in concert to increase the clickthrough rate on the 
paid ads? 

Either way, Google stands to increase revenue from pharma paid ads. The NIH ads are just 
another instance of pharma losing share of voice on search engines. They must counteract that 
with even more advertising. Hopefully, Google's new ad format specifically designed for pharma 
(see http://bit.ly/2HXuQJ) will win FDA approval. That format can compete more effectively 
with the NIH ads. Not that there's anything wrong with the NIH ads! 
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One Pharma Company's Social Media Policy: Threaten Physicians 
Who Complain About Your Drug Online 

By Pharmaguy 

According to an article in the Wall Street Journal, URL Pharma's general counsel sent 
letters to several physicians who criticized the company's new treatment for gout in an 
online message board for rheumatologists sponsored by the American College of Rheum-
atology. The drug in question is Colcrys, which is equivalent to generic colchicine, a drug 
that cost pennies and has been around for so long that its use "predated the Food and 
Drug Administration and therefore didn't require the agency's vetting." 

When Colcrys came on the market, a number of physicians voiced their displeasure 
online. Some doctors had advocated use of colchicine. "In response, URL Pharma's 
general counsel sent letters to several of the critics asking them to 'clarify the record' 
and saying there were 'potential risks and liability' associated with using unapproved 
versions." 

"'These are shake-down letters to silence' critics, said John Goldman, an Atlanta 
rheumatologist. In his postings, he had criticized URL Pharma for conducting limited 
research and for its pricing of Colcrys. URL Pharma says it reached out to physicians to 
educate them about its clinical trials and help them prescribe the drug appropriately, not 
to quash criticism." 

"We were trying to alert this small group of misinformed physicians to the fact that they 
were being led into medical malpractice liability," the company said in a statement. 

URL's action may not be indicative of how the pharma industry as a whole "engages" 
with physicians who use social media, but it raises an important issue regarding 
pharma's participation in closed social networks such as the rheumatology discussion 
board in question. Obviously, URL physician employees or physicians hired by URL or an 
agency of URL were "lurking" on the board monitoring discussions. This is probably a 
common practice of many pharma companies. Should these agents identify themselves 
to the community? 

In other cases, pharma companies have been transparent about their monitoring of 
physician communities. Pfizer, for example, has a deal with Sermo that allows their 
physicians to join the Sermo physician community. These physicians are clearly 
identified with a special logo, I believe. They obviously can "lurk" and not be seen unless 
they post a message, but Sermo and Pfizer were quite open about it to the Sermo 
community (see "Pfizer has a Gold Mine in Sermo!"; http://bit.ly/1qVHkX).  

In a personal comment, Len Starnes, Head of Digital Marketing & Sales, General 
Medicine at Bayer Schering Pharma, said: 

 
“John, Your post is a portent of some alarming scenarios. I personally believe it is 
imperative for a pharmaceutical company which engages the medical profession 
on a physicians' social network to commit to full disclose. My research indicates 
that community members increasingly welcome pharma participation, provided it 
is at all times transparent; 'lurking' strategies are doomed to failure and may well 
further jeopardize the already fractured relationship between the industry and 
the medical profession. As a corollary, I would implore owners of physicians' 
social networks to ensure that their authentication processes are sufficiently 
robust.”
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JM: I think so. Pharmaceutical companies are not 
expected to lead discussions on their own website, 
but they will certainly participate in other forums, of 
course while obeying all legal requirements.  

PR: How important is the correct wording, setting the 
right tone, in such communities?  

JM: This should usually be done by professionals. 
Pharma companies must therefore train or hire 
people who communicate for them. This could be a 
resource problem. But whoever does it should speak 
the patients’ language. I also think that a combination 
of user-generated content and expert contributions 
makes sense.  

PR: What could German pharmaceutical companies 
learn from their U.S. counterparts? Do you have a 
hot tip or a best practice example?  

JM: In the U.S., many companies are working with 
celebrities in Social Media. In the social web world as 
well as the real world, consumers listen to other, real 
people—not companies. I would imagine that Social 

Media will help companies in Europe tear down the 
regulatory wall between them and the consumer.  

PR: In your opinion, then, social Media would be 
wrong to ignore?  

JM: Yes, certainly. Companies should at least listen 
and observe—and not stick their heads in the sand.  
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